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Abstract— One important advantage of the Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) based cellular communication system Long Term Evolution (LTE)
is its robustness against different kinds of impairments
as they may occur on the mobile radio communication
channel. This includes an increased toughness not only in
harsh multi path scenarios, but also for the case of extremely high user velocities. In this paper, the applicability
of the LTE system for two example applications (LTE based
backhaul for high speed trains and live transmission of
ﬂight recorder data) is investigated by means of extensive
throughput measurements (TCP and UDP) incorporating a
radio channel emulator. The measurement results show that
LTE in general is capable to provide reliable communication links for both considered scenarios. However, extreme
velocities as they occur in a ”ﬂight data transmission at
cruising speed” scenario rely on a specialized cross-layer
parameterization.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The increased robustness of LTE compared to its
predecessor technologies allows for a variety of novel
applications. In this paper, the focus lies on two particular scenarios which are characterized by extremely high
user velocities. The aim here is to determine whether
and, if so, under which conditions extremely high user
speeds can be handled by the LTE system. The example
use cases are described in the following.
Connecting the people on board of high speed trains
to the Internet has been an ongoing research topic in
the past [1], [2], [3]. In this context one could imagine
either a direct link from the user to the Evolved Node B
(eNodeB) or a heterogeneous network consisting of WiFi
inside the train and an LTE backhaul. While the direct
link poses no additional costs to the railway operators,
the data aggregation approach comes along with an
increased Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) which is due to
the usage of exterior antennas with high antenna gain.
Fig. 1 illustrates such scenario.
An even more challenging possible application of
LTE is the live transmission of civil aircrafts ﬂight
recorder data. While the usefulness of such proceeding
has already been recognized in the past, the only suitable
solution for such data transmission have been satellite
links with very limited bandwidth [5]. Although satellite
links will never be completely substituted by LTE due to
c 2013 IEEE
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their worldwide availability (especially over water), the
cellular system can be a valuable supplement in urban
areas which are characterized by over proportionally
crowded airspace. First ideas on this LTE based Direct
Air to Ground Communication (DA2GC) are presented
in [6].
The aim of this paper is to provide a well-founded
estimation of the applicability of LTE for the two different scenarios. For this purpose, sophisticated laboratory
throughput measurements (Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP)) based
on an LTE base station emulator and a mobile radio
channel emulator have been performed. This includes
the variation of the signal to noise ratio as well as
the emulated user velocity, the applied Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) and the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) mode of operation. Table I illustrates the
relevant degrees of freedom on the different layers of
TABLE I
P ROTOCOL S TACK WITH S TATE - OF - THE -A RT S YSTEM
PARAMETERIZATION FOR D IFFERENT A PPLICATIONS .

Transport Layer
Network Layer
Data Link Layer
RLC Mode
Data Link Layer
MAC
Physical Layer
MCS

Real-time
PER < 1 %
All Velocities
UDP
IP
UM [4]

Non-real-time
PER = 0 %
v ≤ 200 km/h
TCP
IP
AM [4]

Non-real-time
PER = 0 %
v > 200 km/h
TCP
IP
AM [4]

HARQ

HARQ

HARQ

?

?

?
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the protocol stack and pinpoints the usually proposed
cross-layer parameterization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, an overview of the related work is given
before the measurement setup and the measurement
campaign are described in Section III. The results of
the data rate measurements for pure Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels as best case reference
are given in Section IV before the measured data rates
for the actual vehicular multipath fading channels are
presented in Section V. In Section IV, the achievable
throughput as a function of the user velocity is shown
including the case of extremely high speed. Section VII
concludes the work and gives a short outlook.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In [7] performance issues if using TCP over LTE are
investigated. The results show that Radio Link Control
(RLC) Acknowledged Mode (AM) outperforms the Unacknowledged Mode (UM) in terms of the achievable
throughput. To reduce the deriving overhead from multilayer ARQ, in [8] a cross-layer error control optimization
for LTE networks which reduces the number of TCP
acknowledgment packets (ACK) that come with short
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer frames is proposed. Simulation results show that this approach may
be able to improve the performance of TCP over LTE.
Also in [9] the inﬂuence of ARQ on the performance of
TCP in LTE is analyzed, but with focus on hybrid ARQ
on the MAC layer which has a higher impact on the
performance of TCP than the RLC ARQ. Similar results
are shown for other environments in [10], [11].
In [12] different variants of TCP are analyzed for
LTE. All variants differ regarding their inﬂuence on
the performance and, thereby, user satisfaction. [13] and
[14] illustrate how to improve end user satisfaction in
LTE networks for mixed trafﬁc scenarios by improving
the Quality of Service (QoS) support and, thus, ﬂow
control mechanisms (also see [15]). [16] proposes to use
additional hardware for on-the-ﬂy protocol improvement
of TCP which is however not practicable in real environments. The performance of TCP during intra LTE
handover is studied using simulations in [17] and [18],
and using a test-bed in [19]. All three papers present
different approaches to improve the performance of TCP
in handover scenarios, but all neglect the impact of
mobility on the radio channel characteristics. Although
the analysis of TCP has not been a hot topic for LTE
networks by now, it has been a topic for different
variants of IEEE 802.11 networks (cf. [20], [21], [22]).
All of these papers show solutions that are in parts
comparable to the previously described approaches for
LTE environments.
All of the work mentioned before tries to improve
the performance of TCP in LTE networks, but most
of the current research neglects the mobility of nodes,
especially with high cruising speeds that occur if a node
moves by high-speed train or plane.
III. M EASUREMENT S ETUP AND C AMPAIGN
For performing the radio channel aware throughput
measurements, the setup illustrated in Fig. 2 is used. It

TABLE II
LTE S YSTEM PARAMETERIZATION .
BSE Parameter
Carrier Frequency (Uplink)
Channel Bandwidth
Duplexing Scheme
Uplink Tx-Power
Allocated PRB
MAC Scheduling
Modulation and Coding Scheme
RLC mode
Antenna Scheme
Channel Emulator Parameter
SNR
Fading Channel Model

Value
847 MHz (LTE Band 20)
10 MHz
FDD
5 dBm
50
constant (single user scenario)
TBS-IDs 1 to 19
AM & UM
1x1 (SISO)
Value
5 to 30 dB
Extended Vehicular A [23]

consists of an Rohde & Schwarz CMW 500 LTE Base
Station Emulator (BSE) as well as an Elektrobit Propsim
C8 radio channel emulator. Using these devices in the
laboratory comes along with the important advantage of
full system control compared to ﬁeld test approaches.
Beside this, real world ﬁeld tests for the special high
user speed investigations would pose major challenges
and are signiﬁcantly lacking controllability. Thus, the
laboratory test-bed, although not completely realistic, is
the best available choice. The setup is completed by a
Universal Serial Bus (USB) enabled Samsung GT-B3740
LTE User Equipment (UE) and two Personal Computer
(PC) with iPerf [24] and D-ITG [25]. For coupling the
radio signal from the UE to the Radio Frequency (RF)
cables used in the setup, a shielding box with integrated
antenna is used.
The most important system parameters that are set at
the LTE BSE are the MCS as well as the RLC mode
of operation [4]. While AM makes use of a highly
reliable window-based selective repeat ARQ, this feature
is disabled in the so called RLC UM. However, it is
worth noting that the Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) on the MAC
layer is not effected by the RLC mode of operation.
The most important parameters that are set at the radio
channel emulator are the signal to noise ratio and the user
velocity that relates to the relevant Doppler spectrum as
well as the dynamic of the channel tap amplitudes. For
the measurements presented in this paper, the tap delay
line model Extended Vehicular A (EVA) [23] is applied
as well as a pure AWGN channel. A comprehensive list
of the parameters used for the measurements is given
in Table II. More details on the radio channel emulator
mode of operation are available in [26], [27]. For the
throughput analysis, iPerf [24] is chosen for both, TCP
and UDP measurements with a TCP window size of 50
kByte and a UDP packet size of 1460 Byte respectively.
The Round Trip Time (RTT) for each measurement
campaign has been determined using D-ITG [25] with
default conﬁguration.
IV. R EFERENCE M EASUREMENTS FOR P URE AWGN
C HANNEL
For the determination of the available SNR dependent
TCP throughput over the LTE uplink, reference measurements have been performed for a Line of Sight (LOS)
channel with no multipath propagation and a variable
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with the RLC acknowledged mode [4], one aim of this
paper is to investigate the cross layer interdependencies
and therefore the speciﬁc impact of the different RLC
modes of operation. For this purpose, the measurement
has been repeated for the RLC UM. Fig. 4 illustrates the
corresponding results.
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Fig. 3. MCS and SNR Dependent TCP Throughput for Pure AWGN
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Fig. 4. MCS and SNR Dependent TCP Throughput for Pure AWGN
Channel (RLC Unacknowledged Mode).

SNR. For varying the SNR, the signal power at the input
of the radio channel emulator is measured and AWGN
is created to match the predeﬁned SNR (cf. [26]). Fig. 3
shows the so derived results for TCP with an additional
ARQ on the LTE RLC layer (acknowledged mode).
One can see from the plot that for high SNR values,
very high order MCS can be applied which allow for data
rates of up to 18 Mbit/s. Together with the MCS dependent achievable throughput, Fig. 3 shows the optimum
MCS envelope. For achieving the optimum SNR dependent data rate, the MCS have to be switched referring
to this curve. Although TCP trafﬁc is usually combined

In how far the achievable TCP throughput is effected
by degradation due to multi-path propagation is investigated by additional measurement campaigns for which
an EVA radio channel at a ﬁxed user velocity of 60 km/h
is enabled. Fig. 5 illustrates the corresponding results for
the case of an enabled RLC acknowledged mode. Beside
the fact that the maximum achievable data rate decreases
to only 3.9 Mbit/s at 30 dB SNR, one can observe an
increased minimum SNR that is required for achieving
an example data rate of 500 kbit/s has increased from
7 dB for the AWGN case to now 14 dB. Furthermore, the
determination of the optimum MCS switching points is
not as clear and simple as for the AWGN case. This
is due to the complex cross layer interdependencies
between the MCS, the MAC HARQ, the RLC ARQ
and the TCP ARQ. Simplifying these cross layer issues
by disabling the RLC ARQ leads to the result plot in
Fig. 6. Although for this system parameterization the
minimum SNR requirement increases further to 17 dB
for a data rate of 500 kbit/s, the overall shape of the data
rate result plot becomes much clearer and the optimum
MCS switching points therefore easier to determine.
Fig. 7 summarizes the results obtained so far. It shows
the optimum throughput envelopes for the pure AWGN
channel as well as the EVA60 channel for both the RLC
acknowledged and unacknowledged mode. On top of
this, the UDP data rates for the respective radio channels
from [26] are shown in the ﬁgure. The most important
observation here is that although the acknowledged mode
has its advantages for very low SNR, i.e. very bad
radio channel conditions, the performance for a wide
range of SNR values is equal for both RLC modes.
Therefore, the optimal solution would be to apply the
RLC acknowledged mode, that comes along with an
increasing system complexity and overhead, only for
SNR below 10 dB in case of LOS conditions and below
18 dB in Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) vehicular scenarios.
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measurement campaigns are performed for which the
SNR is kept constantly at 30 dB while the emulated
user velocity is varied. Fig. 8 shows the respective
results for the RLC acknowledged mode and TCP trafﬁc.
Again it can be observed that the acknowledged mode is
characterized by a unclear determination of the channel
dependent optimum MCS (cf. Fig. 5). Quite in contrary,
the achievable throughput for the higher order MCS is
almost independent of the actually applied scheme for
the velocity range of 60 km/h to 200 km/h which is
a typical cruising speed of high speed trains in urban
areas. Nevertheless, a data transmission remains possible
for user velocities of up to 750 km/h applying the
optional RLC AM. Beside the achievable throughput, the
average RTT is an important Key Performance Indicator
(KPI) for some applications (e.g. web surﬁng). For this
reason, the results of the additionally performed RTT
measurements are also given in Fig. 8. Here, one can
observe a signiﬁcant impact of the user velocity on the
delay reaching up to 3.3 s. If this high delay is not
acceptable for a speciﬁc application, switching off the
RLC AM might be a suitable solution. The achievable
results without this additional error correction scheme
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Although a velocity of 60 km/h as assumed in the
previous section is very common for vehicular scenarios
in urban and suburban environments, the speciﬁc applications of LTE addressed in Section I are requiring for
much higher user velocities. For this reason, additional
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are illustrated in Fig. 9. For this case, one can observe
that the determination of the velocity dependent MCS
is much simpler. However, the maximum achievable
user velocity is restricted to only 450 km/h which is
still sufﬁcient for high speed train scenarios. For the
velocities that are possible using the unacknowledged
mode, the RTT is slightly reducing from 0.93 s to 0.79 s
for a velocity of 100 km/h and from 1.65 s to 1.48 s
for a velocity of 400 km/h. However, for the real time
ﬂight recorder data transmission the RTT is not crucial.
Therefore, the AM should be applied all the time to
ensure reliable communication even for extremely high
velocities (cf. Fig. 8).
While until now the RLC mode of operation was the
only variable parameter for the investigation of the crosslayer interdependencies, in the following the transport
layer protocol is switched from TCP to UDP. The additional requirement for the UDP throughput measurement
is that the Packet Error Rate (PER) has to be below
1 %. This is a realistic assumption for many real time
applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP) or video
streaming [28]. If the PER target can not be fulﬁlled
for any source data rate, the radio channel is considered
as unsuitable for the given MCS and the achievable
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throughput is set to zero. Fig. 10 shows the results
for UDP and the RLC unacknowledged mode which is
a common combination for real-time applications [4].
Beside the fact that the maximum tolerable velocity is
only 250 km/h, the throughput curves are characterized
by immediate throughput drops. These are due to the fact
that if the PER can not be fulﬁlled for a given velocity,
reducing the source data rate does not have any effect.
This is different for the combination of UDP and the
RLC acknowledged mode as it can be seen in Fig. 11.
Here, reducing the source data rate frees resources that
can be used for ARQ retransmissions. This leads to
the fact that if the PER target cannot be fulﬁlled for
a given source data rate, lowering this rate leads to an
error free transmission from a transport layer point of
view. For the RTT one can observe that for UDP with
no RLC ARQ, the measured values are independent
of the user velocity. This is due to the fact that only
those MCS/velocity combinations with almost no packet
loss (< 1 %) after the MAC ARQ are considered. For
this case, no additional delay is introduced by higher
layer retransmissions. For the combination of UDP on
the transport layer and the acknowledged mode on the
RLC layer one can again observe an impact of the user
velocity on the RTT. However, the RTT is still far below
the corresponding value for the TCP case (e.g. 0.28 s vs.
3.3 s at 700 km/h user velocity).
Finally, Fig. 12 compares the achievable data rates
and RTTs for all possible permutations of RLC mode
of operation and transport layer protocol. The most
interesting outcome of this study is that the very unusual
combination of UDP and the RLC acknowledged mode
allows for the highest throughput for the whole velocity
range while allowing for very low delays. This means
that if an application can cope with an residual error of
up to 1 %, this combination can be considered as the
most suitable cross layer parameterization for extreme
channel conditions in terms of high user mobility. If
an error free transmission is mandatory (e.g. for ﬁle
transfer application) the TCP protocol has to be used on
the transport layer. However, for user velocities below
300 km/h (e.g. high speed train) using the RLC AM

has no impact on the achievable throughput and should
therefore be disabled to reduce the RTT.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the results of an extensive measurement campaign on the impact of extreme
channel conditions on the achievable throughput over the
LTE uplink as well as the impact of these conditions
on the signal round trip time. The results show that
applying a suitable cross layer system parameterization
incorporating physical, MAC, RLC and transport layer
protocols, LTE enabled high speed train applications are
possible as well as ﬂight recorder data transmission. In
particular we suggest the cross layer parameterizations
given in Table III for achieving optimal results in the
given extreme communication scenarios. This includes
a concrete proposition of user velocity dependent MCS.
Unlike it is generally expected, the results show that for
UDP applications the RLC AM mode causes a better
performance than UDP with RLC UM mode.
TABLE III
P ROTOCOL S TACK WITH R ECOMMENDED S YSTEM
PARAMETERIZATION FOR D IFFERENT A PPLICATION .

Transport Layer
Network Layer
Data Link Layer
RLC Mode
Data Link Layer
MAC
Physical Layer
MCS

Real-time
PER < 1 %
All Velocities
UDP
IP
AM

Non-real-time
PER = 0 %
v ≤ 200 km/h
TCP
IP
UM

Non-real-time
PER = 0 %
v > 200 km/h
TCP
IP
AM

HARQ

HARQ

HARQ

cf. Fig. 11

cf. Fig. 9

cf. Fig. 8

In the future we are going to extend our work by
testing realistic application mixes over the high velocity
radio link.
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